FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ITC Global Introduces Crew Welfare Solution
ITC Global Introduces Crew Welfare Solution Based on Top In-Flight Entertainment
Technology
OilComm, Houston, TX – November 3, 2015 – ITC Global, a leading provider in satellite
communications to remote and harsh environments, today announced that they will be unveiling
ITC Crew LIVE , their new comprehensive crew welfare solution leveraging the leading in-flight
service entertainment technology, at OilComm 2015. ITC Crew LIVE, which stands for LiveTV,
Internet, Video and E -learning, will provide a new level of connectivity to offshore crews through
reliable wireless access for voice, Internet and content streaming.
Whereas other crew welfare systems reside on the corporate network, ITC Crew LIVE offers
owners and operators a turnkey solution for crew welfare that stands apart from the operational
platform and is supported by its own dedicated satellite equipment and bandwidth. This ensures
that business and personal use are kept entirely separate to provide the best user experience
and offers added security, as well a redundant backup to the corporate network. The dedicated
service offers download speeds up to 10 Mbps and upload speeds between 1 Mbps and 2 Mbps
globally.
Offshore crews are significantly underserved with communications resources for off-hours or
recreational Internet use. They are limited to small Wi-Fi access points operating on the
corporate network or direct to home systems deployed on near shore assets in certain regions.
Additionally, platform owners and operators are sensitive to an increasing millennial-aged
workforce that has grown to expect ubiquitous connectivity. ITC Global demonstrations and
information will be available for the media at OilComm 2015.
About ITC Global
ITC Global is a leading provider of satellite communications to the energy, mining, and maritime
markets. Companies in remote and harsh environments require communications with both
global coverage and unwavering customer service. ITC Global enables improved real-time
decision-making and enhanced health, safety and environmental management through a unified
communications solution, tailored to the requirements of each client. Solutions include custom
network design, hardware implementation, field engineering, technical support and enterprisegrade satellite bandwidth. ITC Global operates 24x7 carrier-class networks across the
Americas, Europe, Asia, Africa and Australia. It became a subsidiary of Panasonic Corporation
in 2015. For more information, visit www.itcglobal.com.
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